Subject: EVENT Senate Seat Recommendation
From: Ruth McGettigan <ruth.mcgettigan@example.com>
Date: 7/24/2011 11:29 AM
To: "<redacted>" <redacted>

I am a resident of East Ventura County and thank you for keeping us together and whole in the Senate Seat. As you consider final maps I have one important change: Include us with more of Santa Clarita and less of the 101 corridor in the San Fernando Valley in our Senate Seat.

There has been much testimony that we do not have a community of interest with the high-rises of Encino and Ventura Blvd. Please link us to more of Santa Clarita as you finish drawing the Senate maps. We are not like the 101 corridor of the San Fernando Valley and ARE like the suburban area of Santa Clarita.

Thank you.
Ruth B. McGettigan
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